Functional and
Decorative Minerals
for Paints & Coatings

Anti-slip, marine, maintenance and speciality
coating products must meet a challenging
set of specifications.
They need to deliver long lasting, hard
wearing, easily cleaned and attractively
coloured performance for the safety of
pedestrians and / or the traction of vehicles.
Particularly in wet working areas.
Working with paint and coating manufacturers,
our role is the provision of the functional and decorative minerals
that, when combined with the core product technology, help to deliver
intended performance.
Whether supplied in one ton big bags, standard 25kg bags on pallets
or packaged in retail-ready tins, we have established a reputation for
ease of process and exceptional service.
Contact us on 01406 351988 or email sales@boud.com to discuss
your mineral filler requirements.

Functional and
Decorative Minerals
for Paints & Coatings
Our most popular products for the sector:

Brown Aluminium Oxide
Very tight graded, clean product that
does not contain dust or impurities.
Has a very low oil absorbency
F46 main image

White Aluminium Oxide
Very hard, anti-slip mineral.
Can be pigmented bright yellow
and other safety colours to give
high visibility
F54 main image
Yellow also shown

Calcined Bauxite
Used predominantly for its
high-friction and anti-skid properties.
Available in both Chinese Buff and
Guyanan. Can also be pigmented
Guyanan Bauxite 1.0 - 3.0mm main image
Green, Glack, Blue, Red, Red Oxide also shown

ColorFlakes
Specially formulated PVA Chips
Riviera Blend Size 3 main image
Salmon Blend, Nightfall Blend, Black, Green and Red also shown
A full range of colours is available from stock

ColorMicas
Provide a natural metallic luster
Amber main image
Gold, Midnight, Multi, Rum and Silver also shown

Crushed Flint
General mineral filler as an alternative
to quartz or silica sand due mainly
to its angular particle shape
1.0 - 1.6mm main image

DKI Quartz
Light coloured, high quality
quartz sand
0.7 - 1.2mm main image

Emery
Hard and long lasting mineral for
non-friction, anti-slip applications.
The Emery we source is also known
by other brand names in the market
1.0 - 3.0mm main image

Expancel / Microspheres
Reduced density, shortened drying
time, improved matting effect and
low emission of VOC in paints &
coatings manufacture

Pigmented Quartz
Gives a vast range of colour
variation options while retaining
its core functional properties
Carmine Red 0.7 - 1.2mm main image
Black, Brown, Moss Green, Seagull and Sunflower also shown
A full range of colours is available from stock

Silicon Carbide
Very clean, refined and abrasive
anti-slip product available in tight
particle gradings
F54 shown main image

Solid Glass Spheres
Used for their anti-slip qualities
where a less aggressive product
is required
0 - 63 micron main image
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